
The Human Body Read-Aloud 

 

Theme: The Human Body 

Site: Independence Place 

Team: 3 

Facilitator: Margaret Roberts 

Age range of kids (approximate): 6 to 9  

 

Books read:  

 Ah! by Josse Goffin  

 I Wonder Why I Blink by Brigid Avison  

 Throw Your Tooth on the Roof by Selby Beeler 

 Ten Tall Soldiers by Nancy Robinson 

 Take Me Out of the Bathtub and Other Silly Dilly Songs by Alan Katz 

  

Description of activity (including supplies needed): 

We started with the book Ah! by Josse Goffin to engage the kids.  In this book, pictures 
of objects become other things when you open a flap on the page.  The younger kids 
were happy calling out the original object.  The older kids realized what part of the 
picture would remain the same and made two accurate guesses identifying the new 
object. 
 
I Wonder Why I Blink is about the body -- body shape, bones, brains, skin, teeth, eyes 
and nose.  One section explained that the funny bone isn’t really a bone.  We read 
selected parts.   
 
We discussed what parts of the body were required to be able to have guessed the 
pictures in Ah! 
 

We had two types of yogurt with green food color mixed in (I put sticky paper over the 
labels so that the flavors were illegible).  The kids each plugged their noses to eliminate 
their sense of smell, tasted the yogurt and guessed the flavor.  There were many wrong 
guesses! 
 
The next book described what kids in other countries do with their baby teeth when they 
fall out.  Some countries throw them on the roof or make them into jewelry!  The kids 
were incredulous. 
 
Last book was about 10 tall soldiers and one boy who was not tall and not a soldier.  He 
became a soldier by the end of the book after he helped the King realize that the 
demons the king saw in his room were only shadows.  We discussed what aspect of the 
body held the boy back from being a soldier originally and what helped him become a 
soldier afterwards.   



 
The last book was really an activity.  We sang songs from Take Me Out Of The Bathtub 
by Allan Katz.  Words were sung to known tunes such as "twinkle twinkle little star" – 
“Stinky stinky diaper change, Boy, my brother smells so strange. He made something in 
his pants.  Sure hope it won’t attract ants. Stinky stinky diaper change, Boy, my brother 
smells so strange.”   
 
For the last activity I brought the game “Operation” and let them test their fine motor 
skills getting the funny bone (which we had learned isn’t really a bone) out of the patient 
in the game.  You have to try and do this without touching the sides of the body or the 
game buzzes.   
 

Supplies:  Books, copies of the songs, yogurt (with cup covered in sticky paper), green 

food coloring, enough spoons for two per child, Operation Game. 


